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Yet in two other senses the borderlands were not a ‘black hole’ below the threshold of 

visibility.  The United States capitalised on and even contributed to a series of overt legal 

manoeuvres through which the Federally Administered Tribal Areas were constituted as 

a space of exception; and its air strikes depended on the co-production of the FATA as a 

datafield to be mined and transformed into a space of execution. I will discuss each of 

these (performative) spaces in turn, though the separation is largely analytical.  They are 

closely linked in practice and in effect and, indeed, their effects are magnified through 

those linkages.   

 

Spaces of exception 

  

 As a first approximation, a space of exception is one in which a particular group 

of people is knowingly and deliberately exposed to death through the political-juridical 

removal of legal protections and affordances that would otherwise be available to them.  

Although spaces of exception are intimately linked to sovereign power and its claims 

over the ‘disposable’ bodies of subject populations, they assume no single form.  To treat 

the concentration camp and its derivatives as the diagnostic case – the paradigmatic 

‘political space of modernity’, as Giorgio Agamben would have it 13 – is to ignore the 

multiplicities and gradations of exception, and the genealogies and geographies through 

which it acquires its deadly powers.  The Federally Administered Tribal Areas have 

become spaces of exception, I suggest, through their constitution as borderlands and 

battlefields.   

 

 As borderlands, the FATA are a paradoxical space where division and interaction 

remain routine co-performances.  Pakistan’s border with Afghanistan closely follows the 

Durand Line negotiated between Britain and Afghanistan in 1893.  The Line marked a 

standstill between British and Russian spheres of interest on the north-west frontier of 

British India, but it also bisected the land of the Pashtuns who had their own customary 

law (Pashtunwali).  Like many shatter zones of imperial power, these lands are better 

understood as what Lauren Benton once called ‘zones of legal anomaly – produced by 

conditions of contested and multiple legal authority – than as zones of lawlessness.’ 14   
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She was writing about borderlands in general, and two riders are needed to characterise 

the particular case of the FATA.   

 

 First, Elizabeth Cullen Dunn and Jason Cons have developed Benton’s thesis to 

further complicate the claim that spaces of exception always derive from a single locus 

of sovereign power (‘the sovereign decision’).  Instead, they too suggest that borderlands 

are contested spaces where competing powers collide.  In the FATA multiple powers 

have been involved in the administration of military violence, but on occasion they have 

done so in concert and their watchword has been a qualified and covert collaboration.  

In particular, the FATA have been marked by a long and chequered gavotte between the 

militaries and intelligence services of the United States and Pakistan which, ever since 

the dog days of the Cold War, has consistently put at risk the lives of the people of the 

borderlands.  There are multiple geopolitical and geo-economic calculations behind this 

deadly dance, but it has been possible because the FATA are, in many respects, a liminal 

space whose relation to the rest of Pakistan has been enacted through a form of 

‘aleatory’ or contingent sovereignty.  15  This involves no simple suspension of the law, as 

Agamben’s canonical formulations suggest, but rather an operationalisation of the 

violence that is inscribed within (rather than lying beyond) the law.  In fact, far from 

being ‘lawless’ – another common misrepresentation of the space of exception – the 

FATA are subject to what Sabrina Gilani calls ‘an overabundance of law’.  In her view, 

the borderlands are ‘the most regulated of all the spaces comprising the territory of 

Pakistan’. 16  If the regulations that apply to the FATA are exceptional, however, they 

derive not so much from an event – an imminent threat to the state and the declaration 

of a state of emergency – as from a margin: the location of the FATA as both inside and 

outside Pakistan.  This affects how Islamabad administers state violence there, but it 

also shapes (and is shaped by) the remote aerial violence inflicted on the FATA by the 

United States.  The CIA-directed strikes take advantage of what Campbell Munro calls 

‘graduated sovereignties’ that are typically limited to marginal zones: the persistent 

presence of the Predators and Reapers imposes a form of occupation on the FATA that is 

(in)distinctly ambiguous, vertical as much as horizontal. 17  In these various ways, the 

borderlands materialize Agamben’s topological rendering of a space of exception as ‘a 

zone of indistinction between outside and inside, exception and rule, licit and illicit, in 
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which the very concepts of subjective right and juridical protection no longer ma[k]e any 

sense.’ 18    

 

 And yet – my second rider – the collaboration between sovereign powers and the 

collusion of petty sovereigns has consistently traded on the trope of ‘lawlessness’ and its 

killing cousin insurgency to turn these two designations into spurs for military violence.  

On 27 March 2009 newly elected President Obama announced his ‘comprehensive, new 

strategy for [the war in] Afghanistan and Pakistan.’  The conjunction between the two is 

indispensable for the arguments adduced by the United States in support of its drone 

strikes. 19  Obama argued that ‘since 9/11, al Qaeda and its extremist allies have moved 

across the border to the remote areas of the Pakistani frontier’ where they had ‘used this 

mountainous terrain as a safe-haven to hide, train terrorists, communicate with 

followers, plot attacks, and send fighters to support the insurgency in Afghanistan.’  For 

the American people, he continued, ‘this border region has become the most dangerous 

place in the world’, and for the people of Pakistan too al Qaeda and its allies posed ‘the 

single greatest threat.’  That is why, he concluded, the two states had to ‘stand together’ 

to bring order to these unruly, ‘often ungoverned’ lands. 20  Obama was invoking a 

standard Orientalist trope in which the space of the Other is supposed to lack an order 

that can only be brought to it from the outside.  Not surprisingly, this too was no single 

punctuation point in history but was located within a genealogy that reached back to the 

British Raj.  

  

 For those who venture onto them – or who are trapped within them – battlefields 

are also spaces of exception in which people are knowingly and deliberately exposed to 

death.  And as battlefields the FATA have been the staging grounds for political violence 

not only from Britain’s anxious and aggressive ‘policing’ of the North-West Frontier of 

its Indian empire but also from cross-border air strikes during the Soviet occupation of 

Afghanistan, from paramilitary violence perpetrated by networks of radical Islamist 

groups seeking to safeguard their sanctuaries and extend their influence over the FATA, 

from counterinsurgency campaigns conducted by Pakistan’s Armed Forces, and from 

drone strikes directed by the CIA against al-Qaeda and the Taliban and their allies who 

cross back into Afghanistan for the spring and summer fighting season.  None of this has 
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taken place in a legal void; in war time it is permissible – legal – to kill others, but the 

ability to do so has become subject to international humanitarian law (which provides 

the ‘laws of war’).  No single legal regime regulates this cascade of conflicts, however, 

and as it has edged closer to the present so a debate has been joined about war space: 

about the laws that regulate transnational conflicts between state and non-state actors 

where a clearly demarcated battlefield has long since disappeared. 21        

 

 I want to identify three legal regimes that articulate violence in the borderlands 

and their battlefields: a colonial and postcolonial system of collective punishment that 

constitutes the FATA as an exception to the rest of Pakistan and provides a dispensation 

(of sorts) for subjecting its inhabitants to exceptional violence; a customary system of 

law that at once confirms their exceptional status and is wilfully misconstrued as an 

index of ‘lawlessness’ that justifies military violence; and a series of legal formularies 

adduced by the United States to legitimise the transnational pursuit of its enemies 

beyond the ‘area of active hostilities’ in Afghanistan.  These three regimes triangulate a 

space within which, as I will show, Islamabad and Washington have – jerkily, unsteadily 

but none the less relentlessly – collaborated in the deadly performance of what Joshua 

Foust has called their ‘drone dance’.   But I also want to show that there is a second pas 

de deux – silent, smooth and deeper in the shadows – between the CIA and the US 

military. 22 

 

Colonial law and the postcolony: collective punishment and martial law 

 

 In the nineteenth century the British colonial state saw the arid, mountainous 

lands rising from the foothills of the Hindu Kush beyond the so-called ‘settled areas’ as 

the domain of an intemperate nature whose harshness was ‘incompatible with European 

liberal society’, and whose inhabitants were supposed to be as brutal and violent as the 

lands they occupied. 23  These mappings had performative force: Humeira Iqtidar and 

Noor Akbar insist that the inhabitants of the borderlands were no more and no less 

‘tribal’ than the people of the Peshawar Valley or the Punjab, but within the colonial 

imaginary these distinctions – imaginative geographies – required different modes of 
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administration that placed the borderlands simultaneously inside and outside the 

(modern) state. 24 

 

 Accordingly the British created seven Agencies so that in principle the Pashtuns, 

supposedly inimical to imperial reason, would retain some measure of autonomy.  In 

effect, they were held outside a state that would otherwise be obstructed by them.  In 

practice, imperial power worked through the authority vested in local leaders, but this 

was a peculiar version of indirect rule – which was a commonplace amongst imperial 

states – that involved what Adnan Naseemullah calls ‘hybrid governance’.  This entailed 

sharing the monopoly of the means of violence between local elites and the agents of the 

state. 25     This was a highly asymmetric relation, and Andrew Roe describes an 

escalating scale of violence, from issuing enticements, rewards and threats, through 

unleashing local police officers (kassadars), to finally launching punitive military 

expeditions.  This required the borderlands to be militarised to varying degrees, and in 

the interwar period the British regularly deployed infantry, artillery and from 1917 

resorted to bombing those ‘regions formerly considered safe from our attack’.   This last 

resort soon became the first choice, and air power proved to be of decisive importance. 

26  Indeed, Priya Satia notes that the British invented ‘aerial counterinsurgency’ here 

(and in Iraq), but the line of descent to our colonial present is less direct than she 

suggests.  There are important affinities, not least in the Orientalist logic that 

underwrote these operations, in the mistaken belief that aerial surveillance could 

provide a panoptical view of an otherwise opaque terrain, and in the immense hostility 

that the air strikes engendered. 27  But there are significant differences too. Unlike the 

CIA-directed strikes in the borderlands, there was nothing covert about the colonial 

campaigns, although the government refused to provide details of targets or casualties.  

They involved no legal armature because ‘air control’ was regarded as a legitimate 

policing operation wholly outside the Hague Conventions that regulated war between 

the signatory states, ‘the civilised nations’.  There was but one concession: regulations 

required leaflets to be dropped several days in advance to warn inhabitants of an 

impending air raid, to be followed by 24-hour notice to evacuate their homes and 

villages.  And far from the targeted killing of individuals, these were exercises in 

collective punishment. 28 
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 Collective punishment had been enshrined in the Frontier Crimes Regulations 

since the late nineteenth century, and the principle had been reaffirmed in the codified 

system of laws established by Lord Curzon in 1901.  After the partition of British India 

and the formation of an independent Pakistan in 1947 these Regulations were 

incorporated into the constitution, which guaranteed the autonomy of the Federally 

Administered Tribal Areas.  The lawmaking powers of the federal legislature and 

judiciary were restricted; Acts passed by the National Assembly did not apply to the 

FATA unless decreed by the President; the authority of the Supreme Court was limited; 

and residents of the FATA were directed to resolve disputes through a traditional 

assembly or Jirga. 29  Ultimate authority resided with the President through his or her 

Political Agents, one to each agency, who had ‘absolute authority to decide all civil or 

criminal matters’ and to apply the provisions of the Frontier Crimes Regulations.  

 

 Immediately after independence the FATA were demilitarised, but in the closing 

decades of the twentieth century they were para-militarised and then re-militarised.  

During the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan from 1979 to 1989 Pakistan’s Directorate 

for Inter-Services Intelligence (the ISI), in close concert with the CIA, encouraged the 

formation of paramilitary groups and trained and supplied them with weapons to wage 

a war of resistance across the border.  In response Soviet and Afghan aircraft repeatedly 

bombed villages and refugee camps in the FATA and adjacent areas, killing 1,800 people 

and injuring more than 3,000 others in what the Washington Post described as the 

Soviet Union’s ‘war of terror’ (Table 2). 30  Throughout these attacks the Pakistan Air 

Force intercepted intruding aircraft, at first escorting them back into Afghan air space 

and then, as the attacks became more deadly, engaging them in combat.  This is not 

remote history (certainly not as remote as the colonial air raids), and it matters today 

not only because it marks a significant horizon of popular memory but also because the 

Pakistani military has conspicuously failed to intercept the American Predators and 

Reapers that are slower and easier to detect than Soviet MiGs.   
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 Incursions Injured Killed 

1980 174 4 2 

1981 94 3 5 

1982 59 0 0 

1983 93 2 0 

1984 119 261 133 

1985 256 38 19 

1986 779 67 39 

1987 864 437 305 

1988 867 2412 1234 

TOTAL 3305 3224 1737 

 

 

Table 2: Cross-border air strikes on Pakistan, 1980-1988 [Hilali (2002)] 

  

 The FATA were re-militarised soon after the US-led invasion of Afghanistan in 

2001, when Pakistan’s military moved into the borderlands and embarked on a series of 

aggressive counterinsurgency operations.  Local people had asked for these campaigns 

to be conducted by ground troops but by 2004 this precarious understanding was in 

tatters and the Pakistan Air Force was making no secret of its repeated air strikes in the 

FATA.  Despite claims that no civilians were killed in these attacks – a refrain only too 

familiar to critics of the CIA’s targeted killing program – it is inconceivable that they 

escaped unscathed.  For at least the first four years the accuracy of the air strikes was 

compromised by inadequate imagery and limited real-time intelligence (the Air Force 

reportedly relied on Google Earth to plan its sorties), but from 2008 electro-optical 

targeting pods and sensors were retrofitted to Pakistan’s ageing F-16 fleet and advanced 

imagery exploitation systems were installed.  From 2009 Anglo-Italian Falco 

reconnaissance drones were deployed to maintain combat air patrols over the FATA, 

and the Air Force was anticipating arming them ‘with the most modern and lethal 

payloads’.  It is not possible to provide a detailed accounting of these air strikes, but 

former Air Chief Marshal Rao Qamar Suleiman has claimed that between May 2008 and 
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November 2011 the Air Force carried out 5,000 strike sorties in the FATA and dropped 

11,600 bombs to ‘destroy’ 4,600 targets. 31 

 

 Limited reforms to the governance of the FATA were introduced in August 2011, 

but the military demanded that these measures be accompanied by the passage of the 

Actions (in Aid of Civil Power) Regulations, which allowed the armed forces to carry out 

‘law enforcement duties [and] to conduct law enforcement operations’, granted them 

sweeping powers of pre-emptive arrest and indefinite detention without charge, and 

prevented the high courts from intervening. 32   One local politician described the new 

Regulations as ‘even more dangerous’ than the Frontier Crimes Regulations, 

establishing ‘a system of martial law over the Tribal Areas’, so that the FATA were more 

clearly than ever constituted as a space of exception. 33  

 

 Martial law soon became a palpable reality.  In late January 2014 Islamabad 

promulgated an amended Protection of Pakistan Ordinance, again modelled on colonial 

legislation, that included provisions for secret courts and detention without charge, 

house raids without warrants, and an extended license to shoot to kill. 34  The same week 

the Air Force resumed punishing air strikes by night against targets in the FATA, now 

reinforced during the day by attacks from the Army’s helicopter gunships.  Although 

these air strikes used domestically manufactured Burraq and Shahpar drones to provide 

real-time imagery and to direct aircraft on to their targets, the raids generated casualties 

‘far in excess of any caused by CIA drone strikes’. 35  Their objective was Taliban bases 

around Mir Ali in North Waziristan, but the spill-over effects drove whole communities 

from their homes.  Thousands fled the FATA for shelter in Bannu or Peshawar in 

anticipation of continuing air strikes, but the head of the FATA Disaster Management 

Authority insisted that ‘no military operation has been announced in the tribal areas so 

there are no instructions to make arrangements for internally displaced people.’ 36 There 

were repeated negotiations between Islamabad and the Taliban,  punctured by uncertain 

ceasefires, on-the-ground violations and air strikes, until breaking-point was reached on 

9 June when the Taliban attacked Karachi’s international airport.  Within 48 hours the 

CIA resumed its drone strikes, which had been on hold for six months, firing six missiles 

at compounds near Miran Shah on 11-12 June and attacking compounds near Dargah 
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Mandi on 18 June.  It beggars belief that these were not co-ordinated with the Pakistan 

military, which began its own comprehensive assault on North Waziristan on 15 June 

known as Operation Zarb-e-Azb (‘Sharp Strike’).  This was underwritten by a hasty 

revision of the Protection of Pakistan Ordinance intended to give statutory cover to the 

operation. 37    These intensified military operations triggered a mass evacuation, and by 

November the government admitted that there were 1.5 million registered and more 

than 0.5 million unregistered displaced people in different government sponsored 

camps; thousands more had fled to family or friends in Bannu and elsewhere, some even 

seeking refuge across the border in Afghanistan. 38  There were no immediate plans for 

their repatriation, and there was little for them to return to: ‘In the 10-minute drive 

through the bazaar,’ one journalist reported, ‘there’s not much but rows upon rows of 

houses and shops flattened by air strikes and artillery.’ 

 

‘The ride through Miran Shah Bazaar is longer than the one through Mir Ali. 

The destruction is worse, too. The signature of ordnance from all sorts of 

platforms and weapons - fighter-bombers, helicopter gunships, field artillery, 

IEDs, RPGs and small arms - can be detected; there is a pup walking alone; 

and a thin cat, sipping water from a puddle; but yards upon yards of shops 

and houses have been bombed out; there are no signs of life.’ 39 

 

This landscape of devastation was not the product of targeted killing but of a reversion 

to an older form of air power. 40  It was not directed against individuals but was once 

again a form of collective punishment authorised under the Frontier Crimes Regulations 

and their successors; in fact, when the first residents were allowed to return to what was 

left of their homes in June 2015 they were required to sign the North Waziristan 

Security Agreement which held them collectively responsible for attacks on the military, 

and imposed severe penalties on those who failed to fulfil their obligations to the state 

against ‘the enemies of Pakistan’.  The military had already sought to justify the scale of 

destruction and retribution by accusing whole communities of being invested in what 

the general in command of the operation called ‘an economy of terror’.   Journalists 

were taken on show tours on the ground and in the air. ‘From the helicopter,’ one 

reporter noted, ‘the entire region looks deserted with no sign of human life except for 
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soldiers taking position on the hills.’ 41  By August the military had advanced towards the 

deeply incised, forested ravines of the Shawal Valley.  They were pounded by massive air 

strikes before ground troops moved in, and the next month the Air Force announced 

that it had successfully launched a laser-guided missile from its Burraq drone against a 

compound in the valley, killing three people all described as ‘high-profile terrorists’.  

The circle was finally closed.  As one tribal elder bitterly complained, ‘Many times the 

drone has missed the target and innocent people have been hit.  In the past we protested 

against America, but now against whom do we protest?’ 42 

 

 My object in rehearsing all this is not to suggest that it is perfectly acceptable for 

the US to launch air strikes in the FATA because Pakistan is doing the same. To the 

contrary, it emphasises the ever-present, multiple horizons of danger within which the 

inhabitants of the borderlands are forced to live.  They are emphatically not only ‘living 

under drones’ (and now not only American ones). 43  This national matrix of military 

violence has been authorised by an intricate interlacing of colonial and postcolonial legal 

protocols, and although Amnesty International describes the FATA as a ‘legal 

wilderness’, it is clearly not a barren terrain. 44   Instead, the weeds and wild plants that 

grow there have been assiduously planted by the state and the military, in a sometimes 

fraught alliance, and they have been carefully cultivated through the application of the 

law and, at the limit,  through the imposition of martial law.  Gilani concludes that from 

Islamabad the borderlands remain ‘a space that is neither here nor there’, at once 

included within the territory of Pakistan but whose people are ‘cast out as “legal 

exceptions” to the law’: but they are none the less subject to a draconian legal regime 

that sanctions exemplary state violence. 45 

 

 If this sensibility materially shapes Pakistan’s own military operations in the 

FATA, it has affected the geography of US drone strikes in the borderlands too.  Its 

impact can be shown by one unusually significant incident.  In the early morning of 19 

November 2008 two missiles from a Predator hit a residential compound in Jani Khel, 

22 miles outside the town of Bannu and about two hours by road from Peshawar.  Over 

the previous four years there had been 37 strikes, and several of them had killed dozens 

of people or more.  The toll from this strike was comparatively modest; four civilians 
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were injured and six ‘militants’ were killed, including Abdullah Azam al-Saudi who was 

described as co-ordinating operations between al-Qaeda and the Taliban.  Yet the next 

day US Ambassador Anne Paterson was convoked by the Foreign Ministry in Islamabad 

to receive a strongly-worded protest at the violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty.  It turned 

out to be far more serious than the usual public condemnation of a campaign that was 

privately endorsed by the state and the military because this was an attack outside the 

FATA.  ‘This was the first such attack beyond the lawless tribal areas,’ Jeremy Page 

reported from Islamabad, ‘and is thus likely to provoke even more public and official 

outrage.’ 46 Indeed it did. A diplomatic cable from the Ambassador drew the State 

Department’s attention to the widening gap between what she called ‘private GOP 

[Government of Pakistan] acquiescence and public condemnation of U.S. action’: 

 

‘According to local press, the alleged U.S. strike in Bannu on November 19 

marked the first such attack in the settled areas of the Northwest Frontier 

Province, outside of the tribal areas. The strike drew a new round of 

condemnation by Prime Minister Gilani, coalition political parties, opposition 

leaders, and the media… 

 

‘The first strike within “Pakistan proper” is seen as a watershed event, and 

the media is suggesting this could herald the spread of attacks to Peshawar or 

Islamabad. Even politicians who have no love lost for a dead terrorist are 

concerned by strikes within what is considered mainland Pakistan.’ 47 

 

The language is truly extraordinary, with its distinction between the FATA and ‘Pakistan 

proper’, even ‘mainland Pakistan’. In short: (imaginative) geography matters.  Not for 

nothing are the FATA known in Urdu as ilaqa ghair, which means ‘alien’ or ‘foreign’ 

lands. 

 

Customary law and the postcolony: Pashtunwali 

 

 To some observers both inside and outside Pakistan the strangeness of the FATA 

– their location outside the conceptual boundaries of the modern state – is confirmed by 
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the survival of a system of customary law known as Pashtunwali (‘the way of the 

Pashtun’).  In fact it is much more than a legal system; its force resides in its capillary 

presence throughout political, economic, social and cultural life.  Many commentators 

have shown that it is precisely the sort of ‘mobile’ legal system that animates life among 

once nomadic peoples, for whom the fixed statutes of a centralised state had neither 

appeal nor purchase.  Pashtunwali includes obligations of hospitality and protection, 

asylum and refuge, revenge and restitution – which helps to explain why people in the 

FATA who have no sympathy for the Taliban or other insurgent groups feel none the less 

compelled to offer them shelter, and in so doing render themselves vulnerable to aerial 

attack from a surveillant drone. 48  Pashtunwali also provides a customary institution 

for the public resolution of disputes through a council (or Jirga).  The Jirga is 

patriarchal but resolutely non-hierarchical: the men sit in a circle and each, as a symbol 

of authority and equality, carries a gun.  Bruce Benson and Zafar Siddiqui argue that the 

system works not only to provide a decentralised system of order and regulation – 

Hobbes was wrong: without the state people do not automatically revert to a ‘state of 

nature’ 49 – but also to defend the Pashtun from the incursions of the central state.  

‘Widespread acceptance of these provisions,’ they suggest, ‘provides the Pashtun with a 

relatively effective decentralised process for maintaining order within and between the 

tribes in the absence of an authoritarian state, while also supporting the centuries-old 

and largely successful efforts to maintain their independence from state authority.’  In 

short, if many of the Pashtun people in the borderlands are deeply suspicious of and 

even resentful towards Islamabad (often with good reason) they are ‘neither lawless nor 

defenceless.’ 50   

 

 Yet the trope of ‘lawlessness’ persists, and it does important work. ‘By alleging a 

scarcity of legal regulation within the tribal regions,’ Gilani argues, ‘the Pakistani state 

has been able to mask its use of more stringent sets of controls over and surveillance 

within the area.’ 51 The trope does equally important work for the United States, for 

whom it is not the absence of sovereign power from the borderlands that provides the 

moral warrant for unleashing what Manan Ahmed calls its ‘righteous violence’. 52  While 

Washington has repeatedly urged Islamabad to do much more, and to be less selective 

in dealing with the different factions of the Taliban, it knows very well that Pakistan has 
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spasmodically exercised spectacular military violence there.  But if the FATA are seen as 

‘lawless’ in a strictly modern sense – ‘administered’ but not admitted, unincorporated 

into the body politic – then US drone strikes become a prosthetic, pre-emptive process 

not only of law enforcement but also of law imposition.  In Washington’s eyes, its aerial 

violence is thus doubly ‘law-full’: not only legal but also a means of bringing law to the 

lawless.  This is a commonplace in the moral economy of bombing, but here it is given a 

viscerally Orientalist inflection.  The strikes are supposed to bring from the outside an 

‘order’ that is lacking on the inside, and they become instruments of an aggressively 

modern reason that cloaks its violence in the velvet glove of the law.   

 

 And yet the CIA’s own willingness to submit to the principles and procedures of 

modern law is selective and conditional; we know this from the revelations about torture 

and global rendition, but in the borderlands the agency’s disregard for the very system it 

purports to defend also exposes any group of men sitting in a circle with guns to death: 

even if they are gathered as a Jirga.  On 27 January 2011 CIA contractor Raymond Davis 

was arrested for shooting two young men in Lahore.  The targeted killing program was 

suspended while the United States negotiated his release from custody, agreeing to pay 

compensation to the victims’ families under Sharia law so that he could be released from 

the jurisdiction of the court. 53  On 16 March, the day after Davis’s release, a Jirga was 

convened in Dhatta Khel in North Waziristan.  A tribal elder had bought the rights to log 

an area of oak trees only to discover that the land also contained chromite reserves; the 

landowner was from a different tribe and held that their agreement covered only the 

rights to the timber not the minerals, and the Jirga was called to resolve what had 

become an inter-tribal dispute between the Kharhtangi and the Datakhel. 54  Maliks, 

government officials, local police and others involved in the affair gathered at the 

Nomada bus depot – a tract of open ground in the middle of the small town – where 

they debated in two large circles.  Agreement was not reached and the Jirga reconvened 

the next morning.  Although four men from a local Taliban group were present, the 

meeting had been authorised by the local military commander ten days earlier and was 

attended by a counsellor appointed by the government to act as liaison between the 

state, the military and the maliks.  It was also targeted by at least one and perhaps two 

Predators.  At 11 a.m. multiple Hellfire missiles roared into the circles.   More than forty 
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people were killed, their bodies ripped apart by the blast and by shattered rocks, and 

another 14 were seriously injured. 55   

 

 There is no doubt that four Taliban were present: they were routinely involved in 

disputes between tribes with competing claims and levied taxes on chromite exports and 

the mine operators. 56  But the civilian toll from the strike was wholly disproportionate 

to any conceivable military advantage, to say nothing of the diplomatic storm it set off, 

and several American sources told reporters that the attack was in retaliation for the 

arrest of Davis: ‘The CIA was angry.’ 57  If true, this was no example of the dispassionate 

exercise of reason but instead a matter of disrespecting the resolution offered by Sharia 

law and disordering a customary judicial tribunal.  Even more revealing, after the strike 

an anonymous American official who was supposedly ‘familiar with the details of the 

attack’ told the media that the meeting was a legitimate military target and insisted that 

there were no civilian casualties.  Serially:  ‘This action was directed against a number of 

brutal terrorists, not a county fair’; ‘These people weren’t gathering for a bake sale’; 

‘These guys were … not the local men's glee club’; ‘This was a group of terrorists, not a 

charity car wash in the Pakistani hinterlands.’ 58   The official – I assume it was the same 

one, given the difference-in-repetition of the statements – provided increasingly bizarre 

and offensively absurd descriptions of what the assembly in Datta Khel was not: he was 

clearly incapable of recognising what it was. 59  Admitting the assembly had been a 

properly constituted Jirga would have given the lie to the ‘lawlessness’ of the region and 

stripped the strike of any conceivable legitimacy.  The area was no stranger to drone 

attacks, which had been concentrated in a target box that extended along the Tochi 

valley from Datta Khel through Miran Shah to Mir Ali, but those responsible for this 

attack clearly were strangers to the area. 

 

International law and the dispersion of the battlefield 

 

 The third legal regime is a hybrid of laws, authorisations and agreements through 

which the United States claims the right to extend its military actions in Afghanistan 

across the border into the FATA and beyond.  This densely knotted tangle of assertion 

and argument is complicated by the absence of an established legal armature to regulate 
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conflicts between states and transnational non-state actors (‘non-international armed 

conflicts’). 60  But law is no deus ex machina hovering above the fray; it is instead deeply 

embedded in military violence.  Law not only rides in advance of war, reining in its its 

excesses, but also travels in its baggage train; law not only regulates war but is remade 

through war.  In short, as Eyal Weizman puts it, ‘violence legislates.’ 61  In this case it has 

a tortuous transnational geography that has involved (I think inculpated) various US 

allies.  The trail was blazed by Israel, whose targeted killing operations were vigorously 

condemned by the United States in the summer of 2001.  But moral disapproval has a 

short shelf-life. ‘Four months and four planes later’, as Daniel Reisner, the head of the 

Israeli military’s International Law Division, explained with evident satisfaction, the 

United States had accepted that ‘fighting terrorism is armed combat and not law 

enforcement’.  He continued: 

 

‘If you do something for long enough, the world will accept it. The whole of 

international law is now based on the notion that an act that is forbidden 

today becomes permissible if executed by enough countries… International 

law progresses through violations. We invented the targeted assassination 

thesis and we had to push it. At first there were protrusions that made it hard 

to insert easily into the legal moulds. Eight years later, it is in the centre of 

the bounds of legitimacy.’ 62 

 

 Reisner’s self-congratulation is premature, even if the United Kingdom has since 

joined Israel and the United States in targeted killing (in Syria), but in any case the twin 

fields of military violence that he cites are not identical.  Israel has sought to establish 

the legitimacy of state-sanctioned targeted killing within Palestinian territory that it 

occupies, controls and continues to colonise – all of which, pace Reisner, is legally 

contestable – whereas the United States conducts its targeted killing in a territory over 

which it neither claims jurisdiction (unlike Israel over the West Bank) nor exercises 

effective control (unlike Israel over Gaza).  This is a differently difficult proposition to 

advance, and the United States has been compelled to use the capabilities of its remote 

operations in an attempt to expand the legal perimeter of the battlefield and push 

Reisner’s ‘bounds of legitimacy’ still further. 
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 In crossing the border the United States has found itself in a legal minefield, and 

scholars are divided on the permissibility of its claims. 63  The United States has relied 

on two legal geographies to legitimise its programme of targeted killing in the FATA.  

Like Israel’s arguments, they both invoke a doctrine of self-defence – though in neither 

case is this straightforward – and each produces a space of exception within which 

military violence is supposedly sanctioned.  The first pinion is the war in Afghanistan, 

but in fact the foundations for the US-led invasion in October 2001 were contentious. 

Neither Afghanistan nor its nationals attacked the United States on 9/11, and critics 

claim that this made the doctrine of self-defence inoperable; the United States appealed 

to Article 51 of the United Nations Charter and held the then Taliban government of 

Afghanistan co-responsible for the attacks on New York and Washington by virtue of its 

provision of sanctuary and support to al-Qaeda.   Domestically, the Bush administration 

cited the Authorisation for the Use of Military Force (AUMF) passed by Congress and 

signed into law on 18 September 2001, which permitted ‘the use of United States Armed 

Forces against those responsible for the recent attacks on the United States’, and the 

Obama administration has treated the AUMF as a warrant for its continued prosecution 

of the war against al-Qaeda and the Taliban.  The post-Taliban regime installed in Kabul 

was supposed to turn Afghanistan into a compliant state that was designated a ‘host 

nation’ to the armed forces of the United States and its partners in the International 

Security Assistance Force (authorised by the UN Security Council in December 2001), 

and the consent of the Afghan government subsequently empowered them to continue 

military operations with the reconstituted Afghan security forces.  Drones played a vital 

role in their joint counterinsurgency campaign.  Several militaries used them for 

intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, including Canada and Germany, and the 

United States and the United Kingdom also deployed drones to provide cover and close 

air support for ground troops.  But the United States is alone among the coalition in also 

using drones as part of an extensive targeted killing programme in Afghanistan, 

conducted by its military in concert with the CIA, though it has also relied on vital 

signals intelligence from its allies, including Germany, Sweden and the United 

Kingdom.  64 
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 The United States is also alone among the coalition in asserting the right to treat 

Pakistan’s borderlands as a spatial supplement to the war zone: this is the second pinion 

for its programme of targeted killing in the FATA.  Here too the United States has 

carried out the strikes while several of its allies have played indispensable supporting 

roles.  A satellite portal at Ramstein in Germany links drones circling above the 

borderlands via a trans-Atlantic fiber optic cable to flight crews in the United States, and 

communication intercepts by its favoured partners, especially Australia and the United 

Kingdom, have provided signals intelligence that has been instrumental in identifying 

and tracking targeted individuals.  But the legal armature has been provided by the 

United States.  The Obama administration has insisted that its strikes in the borderlands 

are consistent with international law in a double sense. 65  First, it cites the ‘continuing 

and imminent threat’ posed by al-Qaeda and the Taliban from their sanctuaries in 

Pakistan to US forces in Afghanistan and to the continental United States; this 

‘elongates’ the concept of imminence, as the State Department’s Legal Adviser Harold 

Koh put it, and re-affirms the doctrine of self-defence so that the the strikes are deemed 

to be legitimate pre-emptive actions against enemies of the United States. 66  Second, all 

strikes are supposed to conform to the established principles of international 

humanitarian law (‘the laws of war’) – necessity, proportionality and distinction – that 

limit but do not proscribe civilian casualties.  In May 2013 the administration published 

a series of further, more stringent guidelines to regulate the use of lethal force outside 

what it called an ‘area of active hostilities’.  These affirmed a preference for capture 

(strikes were to be permitted only when ‘capture is not feasible at the time of the 

operation’); subsumed the existing requirement that the threat presented by the target 

‘to U.S. persons’ (without restriction of location) be both continuing and imminent; and 

required a ‘near-certainty’ that non-combatants would not be injured or killed.  The last 

stipulation had been in place for several years, but the new Presidential Policy Guidance 

explicitly reversed a ruse that had discredited previous US casualty accounting.  It now 

affirmed that ‘males of military age may be non-combatants; it is not the case that all 

military-aged males in the vicinity of a target are deemed to be combatants.’ 67  One of 

the main purposes of the Guidance was to restrict and eventually to eliminate signature 

strikes against individuals or groups whose ‘pattern of life’ was found to be suspicious 

rather than threatening.  Yet is unclear how far these regulations limited the CIA’s 
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activities.  In principle, the requirement that capture had to be infeasible ‘at the time of 

the operation’ placed a premium on imminence – ‘there’s no time to wait, we must act 

now’ – but the CIA had secured an exemption from the imminent threat criterion, even 

in its elongated form, so that in any event signature strikes remained permissible. 68  In 

short, the Guidance applied to targeted killings in Somalia and Yemen but did not fully 

extend to Pakistan, whose borderlands remained a zone of indistinction, ‘half-in and 

half-out’ of the ‘area of active hostilities’. 69 

 

 The spatial domain of that last phrase – which is an operational term specific to 

the Guidance and absent from international law – is instructive, and forms part of a 

wider dispersion of the battlefield beyond its traditional, bounded confines.  The 

‘vanishing battlefield’, as Frédéric Megret calls it, is at once a techno-political and a legal 

artefact.  It has a long modern history,  transformed since the First World War by the 

rise of air power and attacks on targets far beyond the locus of ground combat, but what 

is novel about its present deconstruction is the ‘deliberate attempt to manipulate what 

constitutes the battlefield and to transcend it in ways that liberate rather than constrain 

violence.’ 70  In particular, the use of drones to target individuals means that in one 

modality of later modern war, in Grégoire Chamayou’s arresting phrase, the ‘body 

becomes the battlefield.’ 71  This process of the individuation of warfare derives not only 

from the techno-political apparatus that makes it possible but also from the legal 

apparatus that makes it permissible.  Individuation has blurred the distinction between 

military and police operations, displacing the collective identity of ‘the enemy’ by the 

individual identity of ‘the criminal’, which has in turn raised questions about the 

incorporation of a quasi-juridical apparatus into the targeting process. 72   These 

concerns apply to any area of active hostilities, but the United States bases its right to 

extend its military violence to the FATA – to treat the borderlands as a spatial 

supplement to the war zone – on the mobility of individuals, both terrorists and 

insurgents, who routinely cross between Afghanistan and Pakistan.  

 

 In the borderlands drones have been directly entangled with the dispersion of the 

battlefield in two ways.  In Afghanistan the United States has used conventional strike 

aircraft, drones and Special Forces to carry out its targeted killings, and when it asserts 
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the right to extend its military operations into the FATA it never specifies the platforms 

to be used.  This is logical enough, since the United States seeks to establish a general 

principle; international law only specifies weapons systems when their use is either 

regulated or prohibited.  But in this case the claim is tacitly underwritten by a 

remarkably granular geography.  The Obama administration is not now folding Pakistan 

into Afghanistan to produce the unitary battle space once conjured by its common, crass 

and cavalier references to ‘AfPak’; it does not claim the right (say) to bomb Karachi or 

Lahore. 73  Neither does it reduce the FATA to an isotropic space of military violence; it 

insists that its targets are limited to individuals who have sought refuge or established 

bases there.  It consistently presents the precision of its air strikes as an enabling – 

exceptional because ‘unprecedented’ – rationale for treating the FATA as a spatial 

supplement to the war zone where ‘temporary micro-cubes of lethal exception’ are 

opened whenever a targeted individual is located. 74  This – to repeat, ‘unprecedented’ – 

capability derives from the combination of sensor and shooter in a single platform with 

the unique ability to place an individual displayed on its screen in the cross-hairs of its 

target designator: in short, the drone. 75  In this sense, as Anna Leander argues, drones 

are not only regulated by these protocols but also exert pressure on the legal envelope 

within which they operate. 76 

 

 But the drone affords a second enabling function.  The newfound concern with 

areas outside the ‘area of active hostilities’, or in US military jargon ‘outside a defined 

theater of active armed conflict’ (ODTAAC), flows from an anxiety shared by the Bush 

and the Obama administrations about how to conduct what the Pentagon characterises 

as ‘war in countries we are not at war with’. 77  This is to redefine the very meaning of 

war, of course, but this is precisely what its protagonists (and for that matter its critics) 

claim the drone has done.  The capacity of the drone to conduct ‘air policing’ reactivates 

a colonial form of power in a radically new constellation. For the drone makes possible 

an extended occupation rather than a time-limited incursion.  Its persistent presence 

provides unrivalled and unremitting surveillance – the residents of the FATA constantly 

complain about the never-ending buzz of the drones – but ‘the ingenuity of this novel 

form of aerial occupation,’ Munro suggests, is ‘its capacity simultaneously to respect and 

transgress the principle of territorial sovereignty.’ 78  This duality is even written into the 
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revised constitution of the programme of targeted killing, where the Presidential Policy 

Guidance acknowledges that there are ‘important constraints on the ability of the United 

States to act unilaterally’, including ‘respect for sovereignty’, even as it authorises the 

application of lethal force outside any area of active hostilities. Washington seeks to 

square the circle in the FATA by respecting Pakistan’s sovereignty through ruling out the 

unilateral deployment of any ground troops.  A highly visible cross-border attack on 3 

September 2008, in which US Special Forces attacked three compounds in the village of 

Jalal Khel north-west of Wana – reportedly an al-Qaeda stronghold – and killed up to 

20 people, provoked such a strong protest from Islamabad that since then the Pentagon 

has proscribed most ground incursions. 79  Yet Washington simultaneously transgresses 

Pakistan’s sovereignty through serial and semi-permanent violations of its air space by 

US Predators and Reapers.  This is widely supposed to be facilitated by their low profile: 

at the limit, so the protagonists of the programme claim, a single aircraft targeting a 

single individual with the utmost precision.  Scott Horton thus describes the drone as ‘a 

consummately secret weapon’ which he explicitly links to ‘the art of stealth warfare’, and 

other commentators agree that the drone has become the weapon of choice for covert or 

semi-covert warfare – the very definition of ‘war in countries we are not at war with’ – 

which explains Chris Woods’ description of America’s ‘secret drone war in Pakistan’. 80  

Yet Predators and Reapers are not stealth aircraft; they are comparatively slow, neither 

difficult to detect nor to shoot down.  Their presence in the skies over the FATA is hardly 

secret, and their strikes are widely if imperfectly reported. What seems to matter more is 

that the drones are remotely operated from the United States, in so far as this facilitates 

the ability of the CIA to orchestrate and direct the strikes.  This in turn ensures that the 

programme operates under Article 50 of the US Code, which authorises agencies to 

conduct covert actions where ‘where it is intended that the role of the United States 

Government will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly.’ 81  In this way the drone 

has enabled American actions to be conducted under a cloak of secrecy that is lifted only 

at Washington’s discretion.  But, as I must now show, it has played an equally important 

role in securing the ambiguity of Pakistan’s participation in the deadly dance. 

 

The drone dance 
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 In March 2013 Ben Emmerson, the UN Special Rapporteur on Counterterrorism 

and Human Rights, concluded a three-day visit to Pakistan by reaffirming its official 

position that drone strikes in the FATA ‘are a violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty and 

territorial integrity.’  Emmerson met with officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

and the Ministry of Defence who told him that ‘reports of continuing tacit consent by 

Pakistan to the use of drones on its territory by any other State are false’.  This did not 

only apply to the current administration: ‘a thorough search of Government records had 

revealed no indication of such consent having been given.’ 82  Successive administrations 

had repeatedly denounced the strikes and the National Assembly had passed resolutions 

in May 2011 and April 2012 condemning them.  But this is to be distracted by political 

theatre and its public stage and to ignore what takes place behind the scenes.  A change 

in perspective reveals Emmerson to have been a surprisingly credulous participant in 

what Joshua Foust called the ‘Islamabad drone dance’.   Although the record is far from 

straightforward, it is sufficiently clear to raise the curtain on a long, intricate and covert 

choreography between Islamabad and Washington in the performance of what one US 

official described as their ‘kabuki dance’. 83 

 

 In March 2004 Pakistan’s military conducted a major offensive in the mountains 

that rise from the Tora Bora in Afghanistan and reach into South Waziristan.  Their 

quarry was a concentration of al-Qaeda fighters near Wana, but they had considerable 

difficulty in finding them.  To solve this problem, President Pervez Musharraf admitted 

much later, ‘the Americans brought the drones to bear.’ 84  These were all intelligence, 

surveillance and reconnaissance missions, and the strikes were left to Pakistan Air Force 

F-16s and helicopter gunships.  But it was not long before the Predators assumed their 

hunter-killer role in the borderlands.  Three months later Nek Muhammad and four of 

his companions (including a young boy) were killed by a missile strike as they sat eating 

dinner in a courtyard in Kari Kot.  The Pakistan military claimed responsibility for his 

death and dismissed reports of US involvement as absurd.  Yet witnesses reported 

hearing a drone overhead minutes before the strike – which says something about how 

familiar their buzzing had become – and eventually the truth came out: Muhammed was 

the first victim of a CIA-directed drone strike in Pakistan.   Although the Voice of 

America had described him as an ‘al-Qaeda facilitator’ – which would have made him a 
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primary US target – he was in fact a commander of Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan who was 

suspected of an assassination plot against Musharaff and had been designated an enemy 

of the state. In a secret deal, Mark Mazzetti revealed, the CIA station chief in Islamabad 

had contacted Pakistan’s Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI) and offered to kill Muhammad 

‘in exchange for access to airspace it had long sought so it could use drones to hunt 

down its own enemies.’  85  Musharraf provided continuing cover for the drone strikes – 

his government routinely claimed that ‘the explosions had been caused by the victims 

themselves making home-made bombs’ 86 – and even allowed an airfield at Shamsi (in 

Baluchistan, outside the FATA) to be used as a base for the covert operations. 87  In  

order to conceal the origin of the strikes from the people of Pakistan Musharraf was 

adamant that they be carried out under the direction of the CIA rather than the US 

military.  The terms were negotiated between the CIA and the ISI, and the accord still 

acts as what Horton calls ‘the essential legal predicate’ for the drone war in Pakistan. 88 

 

 But the agreement turned out to be precarious, as each side busily pursued its 

own interests.  The United States targeted members of al-Qaeda but also wanted to 

strike the Afghan Taliban and other militant groups that sought sanctuary in the FATA 

and crossed back into Afghanistan once the summer fighting season started.  These were 

of little concern to Pakistan since they posed no immediate threat to the state.  On the 

contrary: they were hailed as the ‘good Taliban’ by Islamabad, and the ISI actively 

supported them to counter the prospect of India gaining influence over Kabul.  At first, 

the CIA cleared its strikes with the ISI, who confined their area of operations to two 

Restricted Operating Zones over North and South Waziristan.  There were no further 

strikes in 2004, but in 2005 the ISI approved three strikes against nominated al-Qaeda 

targets which were carried out under the direction of the CIA.  In 2006 the CIA sought 

clearance for seven strikes; four were approved and the ISI asked for one nominated 

strike in return.  The following year the CIA asked permission for 15 strikes; four were 

approved and the ISI asked for five nominated strikes in return. 89 

  

 But each side wanted more.  On 22 January 2008 General Ashfaq Perez Kayani, 

Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff, met with Admiral William Fallon, the commander of US 

Central Command.  High on the agenda was Kayani’s frustration at the lack of real-time 
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intelligence to guide his counterinsurgency operations in the FATA.  He knew that the 

United States was working to enhance the signals intelligence capability of the Pakistan 

Air Force, but this was a long-term project and his immediate priority was ‘continuous 

Predator coverage’ of the area of military operations in South Waziristan.  The United 

States was building one of six planned Joint Border Co-ordination Centers at Torkham 

Gate, to be staffed by Afghan, Pakistani and US/NATO military and security personnel 

who would share access to live Predator imagery from Afghanistan in order to track and 

interdict illicit movements across the border.  Kayani proposed to extend this 

cooperation by having Predators patrol inside the FATA and using their video feeds to 

orchestrate strikes to be carried out, as before, by the Pakistan Air Force. 90  Fallon told 

him he could not spare any Predators but he could provide Joint Terminal Attack 

Controllers to direct Pakistan’s strike aircraft onto their targets; Kayani would not allow 

US ground troops to operate inside Pakistan and rejected the counter-offer. 91  But that 

was not the end of the matter.  On 3 March Admiral Mike Mullen, the Chairman of the 

US Joint Chiefs of Staff, assured Kayani that a solution to the signals intelligence 

problem was in sight; electro-targeting pods and sensors were eventually retrofitted to 

Pakistan’s F-16s.  In return, Mullen asked for help in approving ‘a third Restricted 

Operating Zone for US aircraft over the FATA’, but he was rebuffed. 92   

 

 The agreement was evidently starting to fray, and soon after these meetings the 

CIA started to act unilaterally.  In the dog-days of his presidency in the summer of 2008 

George W. Bush agreed that the CIA need no longer seek ‘concurrence’ from the ISI.  In 

future Pakistan would only be notified of a drone strike once it was under way or shortly 

afterwards. 93  Earlier in the year Musharaff had accepted the need for signature strikes 

– which by definition required no nominated targets to be submitted for approval – and 

these were stepped up too. 94  And the agency now increasingly targeted the Haqqani 

network, which angered Pakistan’s military and security establishment even more than 

being cut out of the loop.  The Haqqanis used the FATA as a base from which to attack 

US and other NATO forces, and their actions were intertwined with those of al Qaeda 

and the Afghan Taliban.  But they opposed attacks on the Pakistani government and its 

forces.  In fact, the army relied on the Haqqanis to guarantee the security of its major 

base in South Waziristan, and the ISI wanted the Haqqanis to participate in any peace 
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talks in Afghanistan to ensure a pro-Pakistan government in Kabul. 95   In August 2008 

Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani assured the US Ambassador that he had no 

objection to the drone strikes – ‘We’ll protest it in the National Assembly and then 

ignore it’ – but he added a crucial rider: ‘so long as they get the right people’.  The ‘right 

people’ were plainly not the Haqqanis.  Gillani had the Pakistan Taliban in his sights, 

and proposed that ‘the next step’ should be to go after its leader Baitullah Mehsud. 96  In 

November General David Petraeus made Islamabad the first stop in his overseas tour 

after he took command of CENTCOM, and the Defence Minister delivered a similar 

warning: it was important ‘to make US strikes more carefully targeted and timed in 

order to avoid negative consequences.’  But the strikes continued.  In the last six months 

of Bush’s presidency, from August 2008 to January 2009, there were 37 drone strikes 

on targets in Pakistan, nearly double the number (20) that had taken place until then, 

killing between 203 and 332 people.  Gillani was soon asking the United States ‘to share 

all credible, actionable threat information’ but to leave its execution to Pakistan: ‘We 

will hit the targets ourselves.’ 97  

 

 In 2009 the drone war accelerated under Obama, but in an attempt to defuse 

relations with Pakistan the United States offered to conduct joint operations in parallel 

with its unilateral strikes.  Karen De Young reported that in March Pakistan was allowed 

to direct Predators ‘over areas of its choice, transmitting images directly into its own 

intelligence channels’.  Although the aircraft were armed it was emphasised that these 

were not combat missions – ‘no offensive operations beyond intelligence gathering were 

contemplated or authorised’ – and twelve missions were flown over the FATA as a ‘proof 

of concept’. 98   Pakistan remained dissatisfied, however, and the trial was abandoned by 

the middle of April. Next month it was claimed that Islamabad had been granted ‘joint 

control’ over a new fleet of Predators and Reapers to be operated by the US military to 

conduct strikes on targets inside the FATA.  Two missions had been flown already, 

controlled from a joint operations centre at Jalalabad in eastern Afghanistan, where 

officers pooled human intelligence provided by the ISI with imagery and intercepts from 

US military and intelligence agencies.   The Pakistani officers were to be given 

‘significant control over routes, targets and decisions to fire weapons’.  99  
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 That report was immediately denied by the Pentagon, but its details are credible 

and consistent with other reports.  Collaboration clearly continued, and the involvement 

of Pakistan in target selection remained a sensitive and on occasion a live issue.  The 

diplomatic cables I have been citing so far are all six or seven years old, but their 

terminus simply reflects the shutters coming down after the arrest of Bradley/Chelsea 

Manning. We know from other sources that from 2007 until at least the end of 2011 the 

CIA’s Counterterrorism Center regularly prepared classified reports on US drone strikes 

in the FATA, including maps and pre- and post-strike imagery of targeted compounds 

and vehicles, which were briefed by the Deputy Director directly to Pakistan’s 

Ambassador in Washington and then forwarded to Islamabad. The briefings became so 

regular, according to Greg Miller and Bob Woodward, that they became ‘a matter of 

diplomatic routine’. 100   

 

 Routine does not of course preclude rows.   The files given to the two journalists 

record tense meetings in which senior US officials including the Secretary of State 

confronted their Pakistani counterparts with intelligence pointing to close ties between 

the ISI and militant groups like the Haqqani network; Islamabad dismissed the claims 

and retaliated by providing its embassy in Washington with a list of suspected CIA 

agents who were to be denied visas.  Relations between the CIA and the ISI plumbed the 

depths during the Davis affair in January 2011 and after the strike in Dhatta Khel in 

March (above, p. 00), and to mend the fences the CIA agreed in April to advise the ISI of 

any future strikes where they expected more than 20 militants to be killed. 101  But by 

most accounts relations between the two plunged even lower after the killing of Osama 

bin Laden in Abbottabad in May 2011. 102  And yet other documents in the files indicate 

Pakistan’s continuing involvement in the targeted killing program: in 2010, for example, 

a strike executed ‘at the request of your government’ and strikes on ‘a network of 

locations associated with a joint CIA-ISI targeting effort.’  To be sure, it was always an 

asymmetric relationship.  Pakistan repeatedly pressed for a dual key approach to target 

selection, and one defence official complained that ‘they tell us to act like allies’ but ‘they 

don’t treat us like allies.’ 103   In December 2011, after coalition forces in Afghanistan 

allegedly came under fire from two military check-posts inside the FATA and retaliated 

with air strikes, the US was required to close its covert operations at Shamsi.  But it still 
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had access to several other bases in Pakistan, and the following year the CIA was still 

sending a monthly fax to the ISI listing agreed strike zones.  Even after the ISI stopped 

acknowledging the transmissions – apparently ‘a way for Pakistan to meet seemingly 

contradictory goals, letting the CIA continue to use its airspace but also distancing the 

government of Pakistan from the program’ 104 – Pakistan continued to de-conflict its air 

space so that the Predators and Reapers would have a clear run at their targets.  The CIA 

was also giving 30 minutes notice of an imminent strike in South Waziristan (though no 

notice for strikes in North Waziristan in case the ISI alerted the targets). 105  One source, 

who purported to run a network of agents in North and South Waziristan, told Reuters 

in January 2012 that ‘our working relationship is a bit different from our political 

relationship.  It’s more productive.’  He claimed that the US and Pakistan agreed priority 

target lists between them, and that in consequence only two or three hours elapsed 

between locating a target and firing a missile.  106 

 

 Much of this is naturally impossible to verify.  It would be wrong to reassemble 

these fragmentary traces into a closed and coherent narrative – ironically the very tactic 

enacted by the classified ‘storyboards’ that are used to frame each targeted killing – and 

the relation that they bring into view is inconstant, contradictory and fractious.  But two 

conclusions can nevertheless be drawn.  First, it is surely clear that the state of Pakistan 

not only withdrew the protections it afforded its citizens against cross-border airstrikes 

during the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan: it also aggravated its own production of the 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas as a space of exception by actively colluding with 

the United States to expose those that live there to new forms of aerial violence.  

‘Collateral damage worries you Americans,’ President Asif Ali Zardari told CIA Director 

Michael Hayden in November 208:  ‘It doesn’t worry me.’ 107  

 

 This grotesque gavotte has nominally been kept from the public gaze, though the 

mask has slipped from time to time (and sometimes deliberately dropped by the United 

States), but there is another secret hidden within the ‘secret’.  I have been careful to 

describe these drone strikes as being directed by the CIA because – the second 

conclusion – the US military has been centrally involved in their execution.  The 

diplomatic cables released by Wikileaks make this perfectly plain: it was the commander 
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of US Central Command who had to field Pakistan’s requests for extended Predator 

coverage, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff who asked for a third Restricted 

Operating Zone for the aircraft, and the new commander of CENTCOM who was lobbied 

about targeting priorities.  This is not to discount the role of the CIA, which has long had 

the US military as a partner even if they have not always danced to the same tune.  The 

agency has been intimately involved in Predator operations since their inception over 

the Balkans in 1995, when pilots were seconded from the US Air Force to the CIA for the 

surveillance missions; the first targeted killing by a Predator (in Yemen in 2002) was 

directed by the CIA but executed by the Air Force; and there has been close and 

continuing collaboration between the CIA and the US military over targeted killings in 

Afghanistan. 108  The Air Force even moved some of its combat air patrols close to the 

Durand Line so that targets could be handed off to them from CIA-directed missions as 

they crossed the border into Afghanistan and killed outside Pakistan’s air space. 109  

Most significant of all, for the last several years – at least since 2009, and perhaps 

earlier 110 – missions over Pakistan have been flown by Air Force pilots.  Four squadrons 

have been involved, but most of the missions have been conducted by the 17th 

Reconnaissance Squadron from Ground Control Stations at a restricted compound 

inside Creech Air Force Base in Nevada. 111  According to Chris Woods the squadron ‘has 

carried out more “kills” than perhaps any other drone unit in the Air Force, with an 

estimated 2,400 directly attributed deaths in Pakistan by mid-2014.’ 112  The targeted 

killing of the leader of the Afghan Taliban Mullah Mansour on 21 May 2016 in 

Baluchistan – the home base of the Taliban’s Quetta Shura, its central council – was the 

first time the Pentagon had acknowledged that the US Air Force had carried out a strike 

inside Pakistan (and outside the FATA and the Restricted Operating Zones previously 

agreed with the ISI). 113 

 

 We are now moving into different territory.  For the constitution of the FATA as a 

space of exception explains how their inhabitants are routinely and deliberately exposed 

to state violence; it cannot account for the mistakes made in the execution of a program 

of remote killing which was none the less hailed by Hayden as ‘the most precise and 

effective application of firepower in the history of armed conflict.’ 114  The murder of 

Mamana Bibi was one such – obvious and hideous – mistake, but the path that led to 
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the killing of Baitullah Mehsud was strewn with errors too.  He was targeted as many as 

seven times, and these unsuccessful attempts on his life resulted in the deaths of 164 

other people, including 11 children.  This was not exceptional: an analysis by Reprieve 

showed that 24 men were targeted multiple times in the FATA, leaving 874 other people 

dead in their wake, including 142 children.  On average 36 other people, usually 

unknown and un-named, have been killed for every intended target. 115   That the tempo 

of killing and the number of civilian casualties have declined sharply since its peak in 

2009-2011 is clear from Table 1.  The intensity – and recklessness – of the program was 

shaped by the shifting fortunes of the war in Afghanistan; its peak coincided with the 

surge of 33,000 additional troops sent to turn the tide of the war against the Taliban.  

But to fully understand the toll that has been exacted on the inhabitants of the FATA we 

need to enter what Owen Sheers calls ‘the territory of the screen’ and its constitution  of 

the space of execution. 116  

 

Spaces of execution 

  

 Killing somebody with a Hellfire missile controlled from thousands of miles away 

depends upon a screen – or more accurately a series of screens – on which the image of 

a human body will eventually be touched by the cross-hairs of a targeting pod.  But this 

is not a purely optical war; bodies are present on both sides of the screen(s).   Remote 

operations are only ‘unmanned’ in the narrow sense of being carried out from aircraft 

with no crew on board: hence the Air Force’s proud claim to ‘project power without 

vulnerability’.  But hundreds of people are involved in conducting each flight, and many 

more work behind the scenes to produce the intelligence on which each strike depends.  

They are entangled in a constellation of machines and circuits, algorithms and standard 

operating procedures, so that – like many other modalities of later modern war – 

remote operations are the hypostatisation of more-than-human military violence.  But 

these people are also placed in particular subject-positions through their enrollment in 

the kill-chain, which is always more than a technical division of labour.   Similarly, their 

targets appear on the screens as silent and spectral traces, and all sorts of technical and 

lexical devices are used that render them less-than-human: ‘jackpots’, ‘squirters’, even 

‘bugsplat’. 117  ‘You stopped seeing people on the screen as people,’ confessed one former 
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sensor operator.  ‘On the screen they were dots.  Ants.’ 118  The casual de-humanisation 

is also effected through a seemingly more anodyne scientific vocabulary.  Here is Joseph 

Pugliese: 

 

‘The military term “pattern of life” is inscribed with two intertwined systems 

of scientific conceptuality: algorithmic and biological. The human subject 

detected by drone’s surveillance cameras is, in the first scientific schema, 

transmuted algorithmically into a patterned sequence of numerals: the digital 

code of ones and zeros. Converted into digital data coded as a ‘pattern of life’, 

the targeted human subject is reduced to an anonymous simulacrum that 

flickers across the screen and that can effectively be liquidated into a ‘pattern 

of death’ with the swivel of a joystick. Viewed through the scientific gaze of 

clinical biology, ‘pattern of life’ connects the drone’s scanning technologies to 

the discourse of an instrumentalist science, its constitutive gaze of 

objectifying detachment and its production of exterminatory violence. 

Patterns of life are what are discovered and analysed in the Petri dish of the 

laboratory…  Analogically, the human subjects targeted as suspect yet 

anonymous ‘patterns of life’ by the drones become equivalent to forms of 

pathogenic life. The operators of the drones’ exterminatory attacks must, in 

effect, be seen to conduct a type of scientific ethnic cleansing of pathogenic 

‘life forms’.’ 119  

 

But those whose lives and deaths flicker into view are all flesh and blood human beings 

(‘Not a Bugsplat’) whose fate is decided by actors watching them from the other side of 

the world. 120   

 

 Seen thus, ‘the territory of the screen’ is more than metaphor.  Territory is not 

only a political-legal inscription that delimits a bounded enclosure in three-dimensional 

space; it is also a (bio)political technology whose calibrations enable states to assert, 

enact and enforce a claim over bodies-in-space. 121  In many cases states have mobilised 

multiple political technologies to harden their own borders while also claiming the right 

to track and even target bodies-in-spaces outside them.  This is precisely what activates 
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US drone strikes in the borderlands, where intelligence agencies produce and reproduce 

the FATA as a data field that is systematically mined to expose seams of information and 

selectively sown with explosives to be rematerialised as a killing field.  The screens on 

which and through which the strikes are animated are mediations in an extended 

sequence in which bodies moving into, through and out from the FATA are tracked and 

turned into targets in a process that Ian Hacking describes more generally as ‘making 

people up’: except that in this scenario the targets are not so much ‘people’ as digital 

traces. 122  The scattered actions and interactions of individuals are registered by remote 

sensors, removed from the fleshiness of human bodies and reassembled as what 

Chamayou calls ‘schematic bodies’. 123  They are given codenames (‘Objective x’) and 

index numbers, they are tracked on screens and their danse macabre is plotted on time-

space grids and followed by drones.  But as soon as the Hellfire missiles are released the 

transformations that have produced the target over the preceding weeks and months 

cascade back into the human body: in an instant virtuality becomes corporeality and 

traces turn into remains. 124 

 

 The technicity of the targeted killing program is consolidated in innumerable 

ways, but it is always more than merely ‘technical’ and as such has extremely important 

political effects.  Here I focus on three elements of its political technology – kill lists, 

signals intercepts and visual feeds – and diagram their joint transformation of the FATA 

into a space of execution.   

 

 Kill lists identify and prioritise named individuals authorised for targeted killing.  

Lists are not inert tabulations; they are inherently ‘lively’ (even where their purpose is to 

kill) because they have the capacity to do things, in this case to produce the effects that 

they name.  In the new security regime ushered in after 9/11 the function of the kill lists 

– like the other ‘security lists’ that proliferated in the shadow of the Twin Towers – was 

to facilitate, license and script new modes of targeting. 125  In doing so they underwent a 

series of technical transformations that served their new, central purpose: pre-emption.  

The Bush administration agreed a ‘High-Value Target List’ so that the CIA could kill or 

capture suspected terrorists who were linked to al Qaeda and associated groups without 

having to seek further approval, and it was on this basis that the CIA directed the first 
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drone strikes in the FATA. 126  The US military worked from its own Joint Prioritised 

Effects List, which was the basis for its targeted killing in Afghanistan.  These multiple, 

often overlapping lists were coordinated and vetted by videoconference, but the Obama 

administration moved quickly to consolidate the process and to involve the president in 

authorising all personality strikes outside an ‘area of active hostilities’. 127  The hub for 

the program became the Pakistan-Afghanistan Department at the CIA’s 

Counterterrorism Center in Langley, Virginia.   When Obama summarily terminated the 

CIA’s program of extraordinary rendition he provided no alternative arrangements for 

the detention of enemy combatants captured outside a war zone, leaving the agency with 

a ‘disposition problem’: what to do with suspected terrorists?  Nominally ‘kill or capture’ 

operations were now heavily tilted towards ‘kill’. 128  The response was to devise a 

‘disposition matrix’ that arrayed the biographies, locations and known associates of 

named targets with the assets available either to ‘find, fix and finish’ them or (less likely) 

to capture and transfer them to other jurisdictions. 129   

 

 The kill list embedded in the matrix has turned out to be infinitely extendable, 

more like a revolving door than a rolodex, so much so that at one point an exasperated 

General Kayani demanded that Admiral Mullen explain how, after hundreds of drone 

strikes, ‘the United States [could] possibly still be working its way through a “top 20” 

list?’ 130  The answer lies not only in the remarkable capacity of al Qaeda and the Taliban 

to regenerate: the endless expansion of the list is written into the constitution of the 

database and the algorithms from which it emerges.   The database accumulates 

information from multiple agencies, but for targets in the FATA the primary sources are 

ground intelligence from agents and informants, signals intelligence from the National 

Security Agency (NSA), and surveillance imagery from the US Air Force.  Algorithms are 

then used to search the database to produce correlations, coincidences and connections 

that serve to identify suspects, confirm their guilt and anticipate their future actions.  

Jutta Weber explains that the process follows ‘a logic of eliminating every possible 

danger’:  
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‘[T]he database is the perfect tool for pre-emptive security measures because 

it has no need of the logic of cause and effect.  It widens the search space and 

provides endless patterns of possibilistic networks.’ 131 

 

Although she suggests that the growth of ‘big data’ and the transition from hierarchical 

to relational and now post-relational databases has marginalised earlier narrative forms,  

these reappear as soon as suspects have been conjured from the database.  The case for 

including – killing – each individual on the list is exported from its digital target folder 

to a summary Powerpoint slide called a ‘baseball card’ that converts into a ‘storyboard’ 

after each mission.  Every file is vetted by the CIA’s lawyers and General Counsel, and by 

deputies at the National Security Council, and all ‘complex cases’ have to be approved by 

the President.  Herein lies the real magic of the system. ‘To make the increasingly 

powerful non-human agency of algorithms and database systems invisible,’ Weber 

writes, ‘the symbolic power of the sovereign is emphasised: on “Terror Tuesdays” it 

(appears that it) is only the sovereign who decides about life and death.’  But this is an 

optical illusion.  As Louise Amoore argues more generally, ‘the sovereign strike is always 

something more, something in excess of a single flash of decision’ and emerges instead 

from a constellation of prior practices and projected calculations. 132  

 

 I hope it will be obvious that more is at stake in the production of the kill list than 

bureaucracy, the anonymity it confers and the dispersion of responsibility it allows. 133  

These are indeed important issues but the technicity that lies behind the list makes a 

surreptitious yet powerful claim about the Reason that animates it.  The strikes that are 

the list’s telos and terminus are held out to be ‘precise’ not only because science and 

engineering have supposedly made them so through advances in surveillance and 

weapons systems but also because target nomination is itself constructed as a techno-

scientific achievement.  The process is presented as technical and protected as secret, 

kept outside the law until its products are inserted into a quasi-juridical tribunal as 

objective evidence that cannot be contested but must be acted upon (because pre-

emptive). 134  There is sorcery here too: Claudia Aradau argues that all of this ‘has more 

in common with the “pseudo-rationality” of astrology than the method of clues.’ 135  But 
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technicity buries such critical questions within the presumptive neutrality of its method 

and its ‘registers of expertise.’ 136 

 

 Pre-emptive strikes in the FATA are a version of ‘just-in-time’ killing.  In most 

cases their authorisation is valid for 60 days, and any target that is not killed within that 

period must be reviewed and renewed. This provides an operational reason for the 

‘elongated’ concept of imminence used as legal cover.  There is no equivalent to the raw 

immediacy of ‘troops in contact’ on the other side of the border – though even there the 

concept has often been stretched and civilians have been killed as a result 137 – but the 

half-life of the authorisation tacitly encourages those directing a strike to act ‘as soon as 

they see an opportunity – even if there’s a high chance of civilians being killed, too – 

because in their mind they might never get the chance to strike that target again’.  138  

 

That possibility is increased by the extraordinary difficulty of finding the target.  

Signals intercepts are important in all targeted killing but particularly in areas like the 

FATA where the US has no boots on the ground and few field agents in place.  Its quarry 

seeks refuge not only in the physical fastness of the borderlands – remote locations 

where Special Operations officers characterise them as ‘a low-contrast foe easily 

camouflaged among civilian clutter’ (sic) – but also in an ‘electronic sanctuary’ where 

communications about operations, logistics and finance ‘can be hidden among the 

innumerable civilian signals that constitute daily cell phone and Internet traffic.’ 139   

The objective of signals intelligence is to use the one to betray the other: to divine the 

physical location of an individual target in North or South Waziristan from his digital 

traces.  This requires a topological twist in which the logics of military violence and 

intelligence are transposed: 

 

‘Warfare has shifted from the scaling of military operations to the selective 

targeting of individual enemies.  Intelligence has shifted from the selective 

targeting of known threats to wholesale data mining for the purposes of 

finding hidden threats.’ 140 
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 This is how the NSA, which is part of the Department of Defense and responsible 

for the global collection and processing of signals intelligence, has become such a vital 

junction between the CIA and the US military.  The United States is the physical 

backbone of the Internet, and this pole position enables the NSA to conduct upstream 

intercepts of foreign communications as they flow through fibre optic cables at domestic 

switching stations.  The NSA extends its global reach still further through collaborations 

with other intelligence agencies, the most important of which are its Tier I partners – 

the other members of the ‘Five Eyes’ (Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United 

Kingdom) 141 – and also through downstream intercepts collected from the servers of the 

major Internet service providers.  These intercepts yield both Digital Network 

Intelligence (DNI) – web-based data that includes e-mails, social media and browsing 

histories – and Dialled Number Recognition (DNR) metadata for cell phones, which 

includes lists of numbers dialled and the duration of calls.  By mid-2012 the NSA was 

processing more than 20 billion ‘communication events’ each day.  This is data-mining 

on the global scale but it is geographically differentiated and Pakistan has been a major 

locus of activity.  During a three-day period in March 2013 DNI intercepts from Pakistan 

accounted for 13.9 per cent of the NSA’s global DNI intercepts (second only to Iran, 

which accounted for 14.5 per cent) and 11.1 per cent of its global DNR intercepts (second 

only to Afghanistan, which accounted for 17.6 per cent).  Taken together, Pakistan was 

subject to the most intense interception during that period (12.3 per cent of all global 

DNI and DNR intercepts). 142 

 

 Predators and Reapers loitering over the FATA are the grim beneficiaries of these 

intercepts, but they are also involved in harvesting signals intelligence through sensors 

and virtual base-tower transceivers fitted to the aircraft.  Most of the detail remains 

classified, and much of what has been released is six or seven years old, but the 

Snowden cache documented SHENANIGANS, which uses a pod on the aircraft that 

‘vacuums up massive amounts of data from any wireless routers, computers, smart 

phones or other electronic devices that are within range’, and GILGAMESH, which can 

force a SIM card or cellphone to lock on to the device multiple times as the drone cruises 

around a Restricted Operating Zone and triangulate its location to within ten metres. 143  

There must be other programs in operation by now, many of them more advanced and 
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more intrusive, and to capitalise on these capabilities the NSA has developed its own 

version of remote split operations.  While most of its work takes place in the United 

States, the NSA has also forward-deployed collectors in tactical support teams that work 

in close concert with the CIA and the US military to identify and track targets in real 

time. 144 

 

 Tactical intelligence is less about the nomination of targets than their geo-

location: the execution of the kill list.  The details of specific operations remain classified 

but some information has been released.  We know about the use of e-mail intercepts to 

establish a likely vector of safe-houses in North Waziristan used by Hassan Ghul, and in 

particular a message from his wife that identified a compound near Mir Ali; several days 

later on 1 October 2012 the al-Qaeda ‘facilitator’ was targeted and killed by US drones 

riding his motorbike nearby.  We know too about the use of cell phone intercepts to 

track Mullah Mansour as his taxi crossed the border from Iran into Baluchistan; hours 

later on 21 May 2016 the Taliban leader was targeted and killed by US drones. 145   In 

both cases the information was presumably released because the strikes were successful, 

but we also know that nominated targets switch cellphones or SIM cards with friends or 

acquaintances and since it is the material object rather than the physical person that is 

tracked it is possible, even likely for civilians to be killed instead.  The US knows it too, 

which raises grave questions about the degree to which in such cases it is prepared – as 

international law says it must – to take every feasible precaution to spare civilian life. 146 

 

  The likelihood of civilian casualties increases when metadata are used to identify 

suspicious patterns of life and to link contacts in a network of presumed complicity 

(‘guilt by association’). 147  This has become standard operating procedure: 

 

‘The most basic analytic tools map the date, time, and location of cellphones 

to look for patterns or significant moments of overlap. Other tools compute 

speed and trajectory for large numbers of mobile devices, overlaying the 

electronic data on transportation maps to compute the likely travel time and 

determine which devices might have intersected.’ 148 
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This is time-geography weaponised, rhythmanalysis made lethal.  The proud boast of 

the ubiquitous Michel Hayden – he also served as director of the NSA – that ‘We kill 

people based on metadata’ may have been hyperbole. 149  Yet signals intelligence in all 

its guises has transformed the FATA into a deadly version of what Rob Kitchin and 

Martin Dodge call ‘code/space’.  In the contemporary world, they argue, ‘software and 

the spatiality of everyday life have become co-dependent and co-produced’ to such a 

degree that code/space becomes ‘any space that is dependent on software-driven 

technologies to function as intended.’ For targeted killing in the FATA, all this goes into 

reverse: intentionality is the preserve of those doing the hunting while the intentionality 

of their quarry is inferred via the algorithms that drive data-mining.  And there 

code/space functions as a threat to everyday life; it materially affects not only those who 

are targeted but all those who live under the constant threat of being inadvertently killed 

by lethal surveillance.  150  They also suggest that code/spaces are now ‘stretched out 

across extended network architectures, making them simultaneously local and global, 

grounded in certain locations but accessible from anywhere across the network, and 

linked together into chains that stretch across space and time to connect start and end 

nodes into complex webs of interactions and transactions.’ 151  In the FATA those chains 

are kill-chains; signals intelligence, at once global and local, has become instrumental in 

what one NSA document calls ‘cueing and compressing numerous kill-chains’. 152  

  

Those kill-chain are ultimately triggered by the full-motion video feeds provided 

by Predators and Reapers.  Each aircraft has a nose camera used by the pilot to control 

its flight, but it is also equipped with a multi-spectral targeting pod that is controlled by 

the sensor operator.  This pod is the key to each strike; it has undergone several 

iterations and upgrades (‘blocks’), but in general it comprises an infrared (monochrome) 

video camera and a colour/monochrome daylight video camera, together with a laser 

target designator and illuminator.  It is this system that enables the aircraft to be so 

effective against what the Air Force calls ‘high-value, fleeting and time-sensitive targets.’  

Combined with their long dwell times, the video feeds returned to the United States in 

near real-time via satellite links enable Predators and Reapers to track (or ‘find and fix’) 

highly mobile targets.  The minimum frame rate to capture movement is 1 Hz (one 

frame per second); video has a frame rate of 6 - 120 Hz, and full-motion video (FMV) is 
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defined by the Pentagon as motion imagery captured at 24 - 30 Hz or greater. 153  The 

sensors have several fixed modes of magnification (there is no continuous zoom), and 

the standard resolution for all of them is 480 × 640 pixels.  Some Reapers have been 

equipped with high-definition sensors that capture motion at 720 × 1280 or better, and 

these provide a more robust positive identification of the target (PID).  No figures are 

available for the FATA, but for targeted killing in East Africa high-definition FMV was 

used in most successful ‘fixes’ (geo-location and PID of the target) and was involved in 

most unsuccessful ones. 154 

 

 High definition or not, the full-motion video feeds have allowed remote crews to 

claim time and time again that they are not thousands of miles from their targets but 

just eighteen inches: the distance from eye to screen.  The sense of optical proximity is 

palpable and pervasive in their accounts.  Crews are often required to track someone for 

weeks, even months:   

 

‘We see them playing with their dogs or doing their laundry.  We know their 

patterns like our neighbors’ patterns.  We even go to their funerals.’  155 

 

This is at best a simplification, since the long loiter times of each aircraft necessitate 

frequent shift changes; each new crew must (re)familiarise themselves with the target 

(and there is no guarantee that it will be the same one).  And yet the same officer insists 

that through this close-in surveillance it all ‘somehow becomes personal’.  Journalist 

Mark Bowden echoes his sentiments.  ‘Drone pilots become familiar with their victims,’ 

he writes, watching them ‘in the ordinary rhythms of their lives – with their wives and 

friends, with their children.’  What he calls ‘the dazzling clarity of the drone’s optics’ 

means that ‘war by remote control turns out to be intimate...’ 156 

 

 But these characterisations are doubly problematic.   The drone’s optics may well 

be dazzling but they are far from crystal-clear.  The quality of the images is highly 

variable, depending on atmospheric conditions, bandwidth compression, and the sensor 

that is used.  Infrared in particular makes it notoriously difficult to discern details, and 

one commentator claims that  
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‘The silent stream of images generated by warm bodies against a cold 

background that was filtered through security encryption and satellite relays 

before ultimate translation into viewable pictures was indistinct at best…. 

[T]he images gave only a “soda-straw” view of events, with a visual acuity of 

20/200. As it so happens, this is the legal definition of blindness for drivers 

in the United States.’ 157 

 

 But even more important than these technical limitations, ‘intimacy’ is a conceit; 

what is being described is violently invasive and thoroughly conditional.  Most 

obviously, the crews and those who direct their missions can see without being seen, and 

Chamayou has argued that ‘the fact that the killer and his victim are not inscribed in 

“reciprocal perceptual fields” facilitates the administration of violence’ because it 

ruptures what psychologist Stanley Milgram called ‘the experienced unity of the act.’ 158  

The technology may be ‘mesmerising’, reporter Mark Benjamin concedes, but ‘it also 

makes the process of killing another human being eerily impersonal.’ 159  This happens 

because the video feeds display what Harun Farocki calls ‘operative images’ that ‘do not 

represent an object but are part of an operation’. 160  The ‘impersonality’ of the operation 

is not a function of the technology alone: what matters is its incorporation into a process 

– a standard operating procedure – and a chain of command that is techno-scientific 

and quasi-juridical.  It takes crews from six to twelve months to absorb the technical 

mediations that sustain remote split operations, so that ‘you put yourself more and more 

in the position that this is more and more real life and that you are actually there’, one 

sensor operator told Omer Fast: but over the same period, he continued, ‘you become 

emotionally distant.’ 161   And here, in a different interview, is the same officer who 

earlier spoke of it becoming more ‘personal’:  

 

‘I would couch it not in terms of an emotional connection but a ... 

seriousness.  I have watched this individual, and regardless of how many 

children he has, no matter how close his wife is ... I am tasked to strike this 

individual.  The seriousness of it is that I am going to do this and it will affect 

his family.’ 162 
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‘Emotional distance’ and ‘seriousness’ return us to the presumptive objectivity of 

the scientific gaze, but the form of irruptive intimacy – a hypermasculinized ‘voyeuristic 

intimacy’ 163 – that this licenses also militates against any identity with those whose lives 

are under surveillance.  What it can do – and what feeds the conceit of intimacy – is turn 

the objects of the military gaze into marionettes and mannequins.  For the videos are 

silent movies, and while Nasser Hussain emphasizes that ‘the drone hovers overhead in 

silence’ those watching from afar – even if they claim to ‘know’ their targets and their 

families – fill in the gaps with their own running commentaries and interpretations.  

And there is no way for them to know how accurate their ventriloquism is.  164   The 

same is true of their visual identifications; even if the video stream were crystal-clear it 

could not turn the FATA into a transparent space in which the identities and roles of the 

figures on the screen become self-evident.  Visuality is always a techno-cultural process, 

which means that ‘terrorists’, ‘militants’ and ‘civilians’ are not somehow ‘found’ in the 

image stream but are instead produced through the inferences drawn by those watching 

their external signs and the conversations that shape the conclusions they draw.  The 

political technology that constitutes the territory of the screen thus not only invites but 

also requires those using it to transcribe their codes and conventions onto what then 

becomes a politicized body enclosed by the terrible violence of the state.  165 

 

Spaces, bodies and subjects 

 

 The production of the borderlands as spaces of exception and spaces of execution 

are attempts to force those who live there into particular subject-positions as a means of 

subjugation.  These positions are partial and precarious but the project to establish them 

as legitimate and rational has consequences that are material and affective.  They clearly 

affect those targeted – people like Baitullah Mehsud – whose political agency exceeds in 

terrifying ways the normative space allowed them by the state of Pakistan and the 

United States and in so doing brings their actions to the attention of both.  But they also 

impact the rest of the population in the FATA, constricting their mobilities and stoking 

their fears to such a degree that ‘normal life’ for many of them threatens to become a 

memory or a fantasy.  Their existence is rendered more precarious because the subject-
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positions to which they are so brutally assigned are racialized.  These are ‘tribal peoples’, 

different from those who inhabit ‘mainland Pakistan’, while the United States writes off 

their incidental deaths as ‘collateral damage’ whose anonymity confers on them no 

individuality only a collective ascription.  When a CIA-directed drone strike on a 

compound in the Shawal Valley of South Waziristan on 15 January 2015 was found to 

have killed not only a deputy leader of al-Qaeda in the Indian subcontinent and a local 

Taliban commander but also two hostages, an American development contractor and an 

Italian aid worker, a ‘grim-faced’ and ‘visibly moved’ Obama made a personal and public 

apology. 166  The rarity of the gesture is revealing.  For the value of their lives was 

acknowledged and their deaths were made grievable in ways that others – which is to 

say Others – were not.  Nobody has ever accepted responsibility or apologised for the 

death of Mamana Bibi or any of the other innocent victims of  aerial violence. 

 

 For this reason it is important to resist those versions of the space of exception 

that are complicit in the denial of agency to those who live within its confines.  The state 

of Pakistan administers the inhabitants of the FATA through Political Agents: but this 

does not remove (though it does diminish) their own political agency. Pakistan’s armed 

forces conduct clearing operations that ruthlessly drive people from their homes and 

into camps for displaced persons: but this does not turn the FATA into one vast ‘camp’.  

The presence of US drones strips those who live under them of their well-being and  

dignity: but this does not reduce them to ‘bare life’.  Similarly, the emergent subject that 

is produced within the space of execution, apprehended as a network trace, a sensor 

signature and a screen image, is a cipher that stands in for – and in the way of – a 

corporeal actor whose existence is not measured by the calculative alone.   
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